Instructions & Guidelines: Each environment/scene card provides a description of the environment you will be assigned to and the
task describes the objective of this activity.

Family Pool Party

Huge House Party

Hanging Out at the Mall

Scene: You are at a family get-together and the
adults there are busy with themselves; not paying
attention to the young people. Your older,
popular cousin from high school is
[smoking/vaping/using hookah/using smokeless/
or using any other nicotine product]. You are
watching. He/she turns to the group and asks
who would like to try it.

Scene: You have been invited to a huge house
party in which you know approximately half of the
people. Many of the people there are high
schoolers. One of the cool kids is outside
[smoking/vaping/using hookah/using smokeless/
or using any other nicotine product]. You notice,
and he/she turns to your group and asks who
would like to try it.

Scene: You are at the mall, in the food court. You
are sitting with a small group of mainly new
friends. One of these new friends pulls out a
[hookah/smokeless/cigarette/vape/Juul/ecigarette/other pod-based system/or any other
nicotine product] and asks if anyone would like to
try it. There are adults passing by, not aware of
what this new friend is holding.

Task: As a group, discuss how each of you would
respond to this older, popular cousin. Use that
discussion to develop a 1-3 minute skit showing
the scene and how different kinds of people
would respond to the offer. Keep in mind where
you are and who is there. You will be presenting
this skit to the entire group.

Task: As a group, discuss how each of you would
respond to this high schooler. Use that discussion
to develop a 1-3 minute skit showing the scene
and how different kinds of people would respond
to the offer. Keep in mind where you are and who
is there. You will be presenting this skit to the
entire group.

Task: As a group, discuss how each of you would
respond to this new friend’s offering. Use that
discussion to develop a 1-3 minute skit showing
the scene and how different kinds of people
would respond to the offer. Keep in mind where
you are and who is there. You will be presenting
this skit to the entire group.
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